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Abstract
One of the adverse effects of shrinking transistor sizes is
that processors have become increasingly prone to hardware
faults. At the same time, the number of cores per die rises.
Consequently, core failures can no longer be ruled out, and
future operating systems for many-core machines will have
to incorporate fault tolerance mechanisms.
We present CSR, a strategy for recovery from unexpected
permanent processor faults in commodity operating systems.
Our approach overcomes surprise removal of faulty cores,
and also tolerates cascading core failures. When a core fails
in user mode, CSR terminates the process executing on that
core and migrates the remaining processes in its run-queue
to other cores. We further show how hardware transactional
memory may be used to overcome failures in critical kernel
code. Our solution is scalable, incurs low overhead, and is
designed to integrate into modern operating systems. We
have implemented it in the Linux kernel, using Haswell’s
Transactional Synchronization Extension, and tested it on a
real system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
tems]: Organization and Design

D.4.7 [Operating Sys-

General Terms Design, Reliability
Keywords Operating Systems, Transactional Memory, Reliability, Hotplug, Core Surprise Removal, CSR.

1.

Introduction

In today’s economies of scale, which rely upon adding more
and more servers with cheaper hardware, the observation
that failures are the norm rather than the exception [11, 24]
has become a guiding light for system designers. Nowadays,
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constant monitoring, fault tolerance, and automatic recovery are an integral part of any large cloud or data-center
system. However, these are mostly focused on machine failures rather than low-level hardware failures such as processor faults.
At the same time, the number of cores per chip constantly
increases. Modern consumer machines already contain 32
cores, data center servers include more than 60 cores per machine, while tera-devices with hundreds or even a thousand
fault-prone cores are the subject of active research [25, 70].
This was made possible due to constant shrinking in transistor size and voltage supply. However, with hardware shrinking, the probability of physical flaws on the chip significantly
rises [8, 16], and chances for processor faults become substantial [66]. With many tens or even hundreds of cores per
chip, core failures can no longer be ruled out. Recent studies show that, even on consumer machines, hardware faults
are not rare [52], and memory errors are currently dominated
by hard errors, rather than soft-errors [63]. We therefore believe that, with technology advances, tolerating failures of
individual cores shall become inevitable.
Current operating systems, including Linux and Windows, crash in the face of any permanent core fault and most
chip-originated soft errors. As we explain later, the reason
for the crash lies in the various kernel mechanisms that require the collaboration of the faulty core. Thus, the failure
of a single core, out of hundreds in the foreseeable future,
brings down the entire system. Cloud systems, for example, usually consolidate multiple virtual machines on a single
server in order to improve its utilization [7, 39, 43, 61, 65].
In such settings, the failure of a single core crashes all the
VMs running on the server.
Our goal in this work is to fortify existing operating
systems against unexpected core failures, and in particular,
allow processes – and VMs – on other cores to operate
without interruption. We further elaborate on our goals and
design considerations in Section 2.
In Section 3, we present CSR, a strategy for overcoming
Core Surprise Removal in commodity operating systems.
CSR is designed for multi-core architectures with reliable
shared memory, and incurs virtually no overhead when the

system is correct. Its primary objective is to keep the system
alive and running after a core crash, while terminating at
most the one user program that had been running on the
faulty core. Recovery from that user program’s failure can
be handled, e.g., using checkpointing mechanisms [20], by
application developers, and is out of this work’s scope.
CSR’s basic fault recovery function overcomes all core
failures that happen when the faulty core is either in usermode or executing non-critical kernel code. In order to cope
with failures inside kernel critical sections, we propose in
Section 4 a complementary technique based on lock elision using Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) [31,
57], which is already incorporated in modern commodity
processors [15, 77] and HPC systems [71]. In addition, CSR
has a modular design, and it employs deferred execution of
the recovery process in order to minimize the vulnerability
to cascading failure scenarios, as discussed in Section 5.
In Section 6 we provide a proof-of-concept implementation of CSR in version 3.14.1 of the Linux kernel. We further
exemplify the use of Haswell’s HTM support1 for recovery
from failures in critical kernel code. HTM prevents critical
sections’ intermediate values from being written to shared
memory, thus avoiding inconsistent states following a crash.
In Section 7, we evaluate CSR via three different experiments. First, we use a virtualized environment to inject thousands of permanent failures at random times. Since our emulated VM does not support HTM, we run CSR in this experiment without using HTM protection for critical kernel
sections. We show that, while an unmodified kernel persistently fails, CSR successfully recovers from all failures occurring in user or idle mode, and in roughly 70% of the faults
injected during execution of kernel code.
Next, we inject permanent core failures on real systems,
during the execution of a hundred different critical and noncritical kernel functions. In these experiments, we use CSR
with lock elision, and it successfully recovers from 100% of
the faults. Finally, we build a fault-resistant cloud setting by
installing CSR on the host OS of a 64-core server over which
multiple virtual machines run unmodified Ubuntu. We show
that following a core fault, only one VM crashes, while the
others resume normal execution.
To conclude, our contributions in this work are:
1. We present CSR, a strategy for overcoming permanent
core failures.
2. We propose using HTM for tolerating processor faults
that happen during execution of critical kernel code.
3. We implement CSR in Linux, as well as a proof of concept for using HTM for recovery.
4. We evaluate CSR by injecting numerous faults on real
and virtualized environments.
1 The

recently found erratum in Intel-TSX instructions did not affect our
experiments. Our work comprises a prototype, and the concept of using
HTM for our purposes shall remain applicable in future technologies.

2.

Design Considerations

We design CSR to overcome core failures, whereby a core
stops working without advance notice. Our goal is to take
a system from an arbitrary state induced by a failure to a
recovered state, where the following holds: (1) Interrupts
are routed to online cores only. (2) All threads, as well as
all types of delayed kernel tasks, are affined to online cores
only. (3) All kernel services and subsystems operate using
only online cores.
In this section we first argue that core failures merit a
different treatment from CPU Hot-Plugging (Section 2.1),
and then detail our failure model (Section 2.2) and the extent
to which we can overcome failures in kernel code (Section
2.3).
2.1

Why Not CPU Hotplug?

Modern commodity operating systems usually include a
CPU Hotplug [50, 51] mechanism, which allows one to dynamically plug or unplug a core. Ideally, we would like to
simply unplug a faulty core once a failure is detected. However, there is a profound difference between voluntary CPU
unplugging and on-line removal of a faulty core: CPU unplugging can use the cooperation of the victim core, thus
enabling a completely supervised removal process, including choosing the correct moment to commence the removal,
asking the victim core to perform some local tasks, and reading the values stored in its registers. In contrast, a failure can
happen any time, depriving the crashed core of the ability to
communicate, and leaving its buffers’ and registers’ contents
unknown. The latter suggests that it is impossible to know
what the core was doing at the moment of the failure.
2.2

Fault Model

We consider cores prone to permanent faults [55] – irreversible physical faults that cause consistent failure. This
captures cases such as permanently open or shortcut transistors, slow components that cause timing violations, or a
partially burned-out chip [56].
CSR ensures recovery from failures that happen while
the faulty core executes in user-mode; other cores can be
either in kernel or user mode. Failures in kernel code are
partially handled, as we discuss in Section 2.3. CSR is only
concerned with the system’s survival, whereas applicationlevel recovery is out of scope.
When dealing with core failures, one has to define their
scope, namely, which hardware components are affected by
the failure. Some designs of future many-core machines
[25, 72, 73] assume that the entire internal state of a faulty
core (including registers and buffers) may be flushed upon
failure. We do not require this in this paper, but rather allow a core’s internal state (buffers and registers) to remain
unavailable following a crash. We do, however, assume that
core malfunction does not destroy its cache. Hence, following a core’s failure, it is possible to flush its private cache.

We use such a flush in order to ensure kernel data consistency in the following scenario: a kernel thread updates some
OS data structure; next, the core switches to user code, but
the changes it had made to kernel data have propagated from
its local cache to the shared memory only partially; then the
core fails. If one wishes to forgo triggering a cache flush
following failure without sacrificing consistency, other solutions are possible. For example, one can configure kernel
pages as non-cacheable, or flush the cache in kernel-to-user
mode transitions. Note that fault-tolerant cache technologies
are currently emerging [33, 42], and it is not unlikely that
future caches will provide fault-tolerance features.
For detecting failures and triggering the recovery process,
we assume the existence of a reliable Failure Detection Unit
(FDU). This can be implemented in hardware, using heartbeats and Machine Check Architecture [2, 32, 37], as suggested in previous works [21, 72, 73]. Upon fault detection,
the FDU (1) halts the faulty core, thus preventing it from
corrupting shared memory; (2) triggers a flush of its private cache; and (3) reports the error to the OS. Note that
a hardware-based FDU implementation can easily provide
these requirements. In this work, we simulate the FDU in
software using heartbeats (see Section 6.1).
Given such an FDU, we design our core surprise removal
strategy to cope with a fail-stop [62] model. Namely, a faulty
core simply stops executing from some point onward.
CSR is designed for operating systems running on multicore architectures with reliable shared memory. Memory
failures are typically addressed using other, complementary,
mechanisms, such as error-correcting codes and relocating
data [13, 60, 76]. By building upon reliable shared memory,
we forgo the need for checkpointing.
2.3

Failures in Kernel Code

Unlike a failure in user-mode, certain failures in kernelmode might be impossible to recover from by simply terminating the running thread. For example, failure during execution of a critical section might lead to data inconsistency.
Failures in kernel code also include cascading failure scenarios, whereby the core that executes the recovery procedure
crashes before completing the recovery process.
We address kernel-mode failures in two complementary
ways: First, we design our algorithm to withstand cascading
failures, while striving to minimize the time interval during
which a cascading failure may interfere with an ongoing core
removal. To this end, we use a strategy of queueing work for
later execution. This allows us to migrate the recovery work
to other cores in case the core that executes the recovery also
fails.
Second, we propose the use of HTM for executing kernel
critical sections. This prevents propagation of partial updates
resulting from unfinished execution of critical sections to the
shared memory. Recall that upon failure detection, the FDU
triggers a flush of the faulty core’s cache; here, we assume
that the system does not flush uncommitted values.

We note that our proposed solution to failures in kernel
code is a best-effort one. It guarantees recovery from failures during execution of code that does not access hardware
different from RAM, and therefore can be protected with a
transaction. Moreover, there are instructions that cannot be
executed transactionally, such as a TLB flush, accessing a
control register, an IO operation, etc. [36]. We cannot guarantee recovery from failures during execution of code sections containing such instructions.

3.

Core Surprise Removal

The current section presents the heart of CSR’s recovery
approach, and focuses on the common case – failure during
execution of user-code or non-critical kernel code. The next
section addresses failures during critical kernel code, and in
Section 5 we discuss cascading failures.
3.1

Background: OS Mechanisms Used

Our solution utilizes a few common facilities that exist in
modern operating systems. We begin with some background
and discuss the relevant aspects of these kernel mechanisms.
3.1.1

Deferrable Functions

Operating systems usually support multiple types of delayed
tasks for performing work with different urgencies and execution contexts. For readability, we use the Linux terminology for the different delayed tasks types. CSR employs two
types of delayed kernel tasks:
Tasklets [47] (Deferred Procedure Calls in Windows),
which have three important properties: (1) They always run
in interrupt context, and as a consequence, are unable to
sleep or block. (2) A tasklet always executes on the core
that schedules it. (3) The kernel services all pending tasklets
immediately after handling all pending hardware interrupts.
Work-queues [47] (Asynchronous Procedure Calls in Windows), which, in contrast to tasklets, are executed by kernel
threads in user context, and therefore are allowed to sleep or
block. Furthermore, a work-queue may be bound to a specific processor, or may be unbound, in which case it can be
executed by any core.
3.1.2

CPU States and Hotplug

Operating systems manage the state of all cores. For example, Linux uses bitmaps, dubbed CPU masks, for each possible state. Each CPU mask represents one state, and contains
one bit per core. These masks are accessed globally and used
by the kernel in various cases, such as for iterating over percore data structures.
Linux, for example, defines, among others, an online state
and an offline state. An offline core is not available for
scheduling and does not receive or handle interrupts; it is
in deep sleep mode, and consumes low power. A core’s
state can be dynamically changed between online and offline
by using the CPU Hotplug mechanism. The CPU Hotplug
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Figure 1: Recovery flow chart. Dashed lines represent message passing; solid lines represent flow.
feature has various uses [4, 51]. However, as explained in
Section 2.1, CPU Hotplug cannot be used for disabling a
faulty core, as it does not consider any reliability issues.
3.2

CSR Data Structures

We augment the kernel with two new data structures. First,
we define a new processor state, faulty, and a corresponding
global CPU mask, faulty_mask. This mask is the first to be
updated upon processor failure, and, as its name suggests,
indicates which cores in the system are in a faulty state.
The faulty state serves two purposes at two different time
intervals:
• While the system is not in a recovered state, namely,

following a failure and before CSR’s removal procedure
has completed, the corresponding bit in the faulty_mask
indicates to kernel code that hasn’t yet adjusted to the
failure to treat this core as unavailable for scheduling,
migration, updating its data structures, etc.
• After the removal procedure finishes, a core marked as

faulty is treated by the kernel as offline, with the exception that it is not permitted to come back online.
Second, we add a new globally accessed work-queue,
recovery-workqueue (RWQ). This work-queue is not bound
to any processor, namely, different processors can pull its
work items and execute them. We use RWQ to defer execution of certain recovery functions to a later time and a different execution context, in order to shorten the time interval
during which a cascading failure may require re-execution of
the recovery process. Functions queued to this work-queue
are less urgent or might need to sleep, and so they are not
queued as tasklets.

3.3

Failure Detection Unit

The FDU’s operation is shown in Figure 1(a). When a failure
is detected, the FDU invokes CSR’s recovery procedure on
a designated non-faulty online core, denoted CD , which in
turn handles the crash. The selection of CD prefers cores that
reside in a different socket in order to reduce the probability
for a cascading failure. The ensuing flow in CD , depicted in
Figure 1(b), is described is Section 3.4 below.
After invoking the recovery process on the designated
core, the FDU waits for an ack. Meanwhile, if the FDU
detects a cascading failure of CD , it invokes the recovery
algorithm again, on another processor, for handling both the
first failure and the new one. Once the FDU receives an ack
from the designated core, it considers the recovery process
done, and resumes normal operation with the faulty core,
CF , removed from the available processors list.
Note that this ack does not function as a keep-alive message. Its purpose is to notify the FDU that the recovery process has reached a point from which its completion is guaranteed; in case of a cascading failure before that point, the
FDU cannot know what stages CD completed before the failure.
3.4
3.4.1

Recovery Procedure
High Level Operation

CD begins the recovery procedure, as presented in Figure
1(b). CD ’s role consists of four primary steps: (1) First, it
enqueues four new tasklets for repairing the system’s state.
These include Hotplug-like operations of modifying CPU
masks, resetting interrupt affinities, and migrating tasklets
from the removed core, as well as recovery-specific actions
that address the surprise nature of the removal. The tasklets

are only queued at this point, and are not executed yet.
Queuing the tasklets rather than executing them reduces the
time interval during which a cascading failure of CD causes
re-execution of the recovery process. (2) Next, CD takes
actions that assure the visibility of the tasklets to the rest of
the cores (e.g., flush its write buffer). Once they are visible,
other cores can steal them, and so the recovery operation is
guaranteed to complete. (3) At this point, CD sends an ack
to the FDU. (4) Subsequently, CD naturally turns to execute
the tasklets found in its tasklets queue in FIFO order, as part
of the kernel’s normal behavior.
3.4.2

Recovery Work

Recovery Tasklets. The actual core removal process begins
with the execution of four tasklets (depicted in the grey
box in Figure 1(b)), which we subsequently call recovery
tasklets. They perform the following:
(a) The first tasklet marks CF ’s state as faulty in the corresponding CPU mask. Once a core is marked as faulty, kernel
services will treat it as if it is out of the online map. Namely,
no tasks will be scheduled or migrated to its run queue, iterations on various CPU masks will skip it, etc. The longer
this step’s execution gets postponed, the further the system
might diverge from a recovered state, e.g., new tasks might
get attached to CF ’s run-queue.
(b) The next tasklet deals with interrupts. Modern operating
systems use SMP IRQ affinity to assign interrupts to specific
cores – this means that interrupts that were affined to the
faulty core might have been lost. Therefore, to minimize the
time interval during which interrupts can be lost, we reset
their affinities early in the recovery process.
Next, we deal with interrupts that may have been lost. The
loss of an interrupt can cause errors in software components that depend on its arrival. For example, a lost interrupt originating in the NIC may prevent network packets
from being delivered to an application. Even worse, a lost
Inter-Processor Interrupt (IPI) might prevent imperative kernel procedures from being executed and possibly crash the
system. To recover from possible interrupt loss, we send spurious interrupts for all interrupt types that were previously
routed to CF (a technique that was employed in previous
Linux versions). In addition, we check if any of the pending functions in CF ’s IPI queue need to be migrated, and
migrate those that do.
(c) The third tasklet migrates tasklets that are attached to
CF . This has to be performed urgently for two main reasons: first, tasklets embody high priority kernel work that is
important to system maintenance and functionality. The second reason lies in our support for cascading failures, as we
explain in Section 5 below.
(d) The last tasklet queues additional work that is essential
to the recovery process but cannot run in interrupt context, or
can endure a short delay in its execution. We divide this work

into a number of functions, which we queue to our recoveryworkqueue. This work will be executed later by dedicated
kernel threads. Most of the work items queued at this step
are needed in every operating system, but some of them are
OS-dependent.

Queued Work. The following work-items are queued:
(i) Close the running task. We close the task that was running on CF at the moment of the failure and free its resources. Since we are unable to communicate with CF , significant data such as the instruction pointer and the register
file content is lost. Therefore, we cannot recover the running application’s state. It is possible to recover from such
failures using a checkpointing mechanism, which could be
done at application level.
(ii) Migrate work-queues affined to CF . As in the tasklets
case, we migrate work-items from the work-queues affined
to CF for later execution on other cores.
(iii) Update kernel services. This step is OS-dependent.
Here, we update kernel services that might be affected by
the sudden departure of CF from the online map, such as
performance events, synchronization services, and memory
allocation.
(iv) Migrate CF ’s tasks. User processes and kernel threads
that were attached to the run-queue of CF at the moment of
the failure will usually still be there (unless the load balancer moved some of them); these must be migrated to other
run-queues. The target run-queues for migrated tasks can be
chosen in a variety of ways, but this choice is inconsequential as it only has a short-term effect – until the load-balancer
kicks in. For the sake of simplicity, CSR moves these threads
to the run-queue of the lowest-id correct core, leaving it up
to the load-balancing mechanism to correct the overload that
might be temporarily formed at the target core.
As in a regular CPU-unplug process, the migration of the
run-queue is performed at the end of the removal process, as
it does not affect system correctness. Its delay only blocks
the execution of the tasks in CF ’s run-queue until the end of
the recovery process.
It is worth pointing out that CSR’s recovery process
subsumes the set of recovery actions performed by CPUHotplug. Specifically, the following steps are common, at
least partially, to both CSR and CPU-Hotplug: (b), (c), (ii),
(iii), and (iv). Nevertheless, tasks that perform analogous
logical roles in both mechanisms differ in their implementation and order of execution, as CPU Hotplug exploits the
cooperation of the unplugged core, and CSR cannot. After
the execution of all the above, the system is again in a correct state, as all actions that would have been needed by a
hot-unplug operation have been performed.

Tq
tstart
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Execute Tasklets

Domain

tend

In-Chip
Inter-Chip

Execute Workqueue

Figure 2: Recovery Periods.

4.

Failures in Kernel Code

Kernel code execution usually comprises a small fraction of
the total system’s runtime. However, a failure in kernel code
might have severe consequences. For example, a failure during a migration operation may cause a task to be dequeued
from the source queue without being enqueued at the target
one. Moreover, a crash of a core holding a kernel lock may
leave the system in an inconsistent, or even unrecoverable,
state.
In order to prevent the implications such crashes may inflict, we propose to elide the locks [57] protecting kernel critical sections using HTM; HTM mechanisms cause changes
to multiple memory locations to appear to be atomic, while
providing isolation between parallel executions [31]. We assume that these properties still hold in the presence of failures, namely, the HTM prevents uncommitted changes from
propagating, even when a failure occurs during a transaction.
Thus, in case of a failure inside a critical section, no changes
are written to shared memory, and the system remains in a
consistent and recoverable state. Rossbach et al. [59] have
proposed TxLinux, an operating system that exploits hardware transactional memory in kernel code for handling concurrency and improving performance. We, on the other hand,
exploit HTM abilities in a similar context, but for the purpose of reliability.
Kernel developers devote effort in order to reduce contention among cores. To this end, each core has its own kernel data structures, and accessing another core’s data is relatively rare. Therefore, transaction aborts due to data conflicts
are likely to be infrequent. Nevertheless, since Intel Transactional Synchronization Extension (TSX) [36] is a best effort HTM, (namely, transactions are not guaranteed to commit because of various architectural reasons), and since kernel code executes many sensitive instructions, such as interrupt masking, interrupt sending, TLB and cache operations, which cause aborts, we expect transactions to abort occasionally. Furthermore, due to architectural reasons, some
critical sections cannot be executed transactionally, e.g., a
context-switch always causes a TLB flush – an operation that
leads to abort. In such cases, our solution reverts to using
locks. Using HTM in all remaining critical sections keeps
the system fault-resistant a majority of the time. Though
reliability is not assured while executing uncommon abortprone sections as discussed above, the simplicity of this solution, and the very low overhead (or even performance gain)
it incurs makes it appealing and easily applicable. We prototype this approach in Section 6, for a subset of OS critical
sections, to illustrate its feasibility.

Tq
0.9ms/1.1ms
0.9ms/1.1ms

Tasklets
1.8ms
1.8ms

Te
Workqueue
1.5ms/1ms
2.3ms/2.1ms

Table 1: Tq and Te measurements (Busy/Idle).
An alternative approach to handling failures during critical sections is by using Recovery Domains [44], an organizing principle presented by Lenharth et al., which uses logging and rollback for restoring system state upon failure. Unlike transactional memory systems, the Recovery Domains
principle only focuses on recovery from failures and not on
isolation between parallel executions. However, this does not
constitute a problem, since concurrency in kernel code is
already managed by locks. The most prominent advantage
of this approach is the ability to cope with critical sections
that cannot commit transactionally. However, this approach
is likely to incur much higher overhead and complexity, a
cost that might not justify the benefits. We do not further
explore this path in this paper.

5.

Cascading Failures

In this section we elaborate on CSR’s tolerance to cascading
failures. This relies on the principle that each recovery task
is eventually executed by some core exactly once.
We use HTM to avoid inconsistent states resulting from
failures during recovery tasks execution. To this end, we
have divided the recovery procedure into four tasklets and
four work items, each of which is small enough to run as
a transaction. We execute each individual tasklet or work
item as a separate atomic transaction. Next, we take steps
to ensure that recovery items are executed exactly once.
To analyze different cascading failure scenarios, we examine a timeline of the recovery process, as shown in Figure
2. The time at which the failure of CF is detected is denoted tstart , and tack denotes the time at which the FDU
receives the ack from CD . We denote by Tq the interval between tstart and tack , and by Te the time between tack and
the end of the recovery process.
Measurements of our implementation on a 64-core machine, presented in Table 1, show that Tq lasts about 1ms, in
both busy and idle systems. Te , can last a bit longer, depending on the system load as well as the chips on which CD and
CF reside.
In case of a cascading failure, the FDU detects and trig0
gers a recovery procedure on another processor, CD
. We first
discuss the case where CD fails during Te . Here, the FDU
knows that the recovery tasklets are accessible by the rest of
the cores, and if necessary, other cores can read, migrate, and
execute those tasklets. Te itself can be divided into two subperiods: one that consists of the execution of the recovery
tasklets and a second where the work-items queued to RWQ
are executed. In the latter case – since RWQ is not bound to
any core, failure of CD during that time does not affect the

recovery process. In the former case, as part of step (c) of
0
the recovery procedure, CD
will take over and execute the
recovery tasklets among the rest of CD ’s tasklets. Thus, in
either case, the recovery tasklets related to CF ’s failure are
0
executed, either by CD before it fails, or by CD
.
If the failure occurs during Tq , it is impossible to know
which stages of CSR CD has completed. Therefore, in case
the FDU detects a failure of CD without having received an
ack from it, the FDU invokes a double recovery procedure
0
on CD
, to handle the failures of both CF and CD .
A failure during Tq can cause the recovery functions
to appear more than once on the same queue. We give an
example in Figure 3, where CD completes stage (2) and
0
crashes just before informing the FDU. CD
then invokes
a double recovery procedure (Figure 3(b)), during which it
0
migrates CD ’s tasklets. As a result, CD
has the tasklets for
handling CF ’s failure twice. To prevent duplicate execution,
we give the tasklets unique IDs, and mark completed tasklets
in a globally accessed bitmap, as part of the transaction
executing them. This bitmap is checked before each tasklet
execution to ensure that it has not been executed before.

6.

Implementation Issues

As a proof of concept, we implemented CSR in version
3.14.1 of the Linux kernel. Our implementation uses highpriority tasklets to queue the recovery tasklets, and allocates a new unbound workqueue to serve as the recoveryworkqueue. We exploit, with some modifications, most of
the functions that are used by CPU Hotplug. Eighty-one files
of the Linux source were changed, for a total of about 4000
changed and new lines. We next explore some issues that
arose during the work.
6.1

FDU and CD

We implement the FDU using a periodic timer, which times
out in predefined constant-length intervals and checks for
heartbeats from all online cores (see Figure 4). Online cores
send heartbeats to the FDU each timer interrupt. When the
CF
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6.2

Setting a Faulty State

Linux’s supervised core-unplug uses the stop_machine()
mechanism for setting a core offline. The purpose of this
mechanism is to prevent a core from going offline during
execution of non-preemptible code on another core. This
prevents, for example, changes to the online mask while another core iterates on it, and thus avoids inconsistent updates
of the removed core’s data. The stop_machine() function
halts the execution of all online cores before the actual removal of the outgoing core from the online mask; thus, it
postpones the actual removal of the victim core to a later
time, at which no non-preemptible code is executed.
However, in crash failure cases, the use of stop_machine()
is inadvisable. This is because the update of faulty_mask
about the failure, as well as interrupt resetting, should happen fast. Deferring or preventing a core from crashing while
another core executes non-preemptible code is, of course,
impossible. Moreover, since the core will not get back online, consequences of inconsistent updates of its data are limited. We therefore refrain from using stop_machine().
Note that previous works [26, 67] have also proposed to
decouple stop_machine() from the CPU Hotplug path, for
performance and design considerations.
6.3

Handling Lost Interrupts

For handling possible interrupt loss, following resetting the
interrupt affinities, we send spurious interrupts for all the
interrupt types that were previously routed to the faulty core.
However, this does not cover cases of lost Inter-Processor
Interrupts: The IPI queue on the faulty core might contain
migratable callbacks, namely, callbacks that can execute on
any core, and their execution is necessary. For example, in
order to change the frequency of a chip, an IPI is sent to one

CSRb (F )
CSRc (F )

CSRd (F )

(a)

FDU detects a core that has stopped sending heartbeats,
it considers that core to be faulty, and initiates CSR on
another processor, CD , by sending it an IPI. To simulate the
reliability of the FDU, we affine the FDU to core 0 solely
and do not crash it during the experiments. This is done
only for simplicity, as a reliable FDU can be implemented
in hardware, even in a fault-prone environment [21, 72].
Upon receiving the IPI, CD queues the recovery tasklets
and verifies their visibility by using the WBINVD [34] instruction, which flushes its write buffer and private caches
by invalidating them and performing a write back.

(c)

Figure 3: Duplicate queuing of recovery tasklets due to fail1
ure during Tq . Columns represent
tasklet queues.
CSRX (Y ) represents recovery tasklet X for core Y.
(a) CD queues recovery tasklets for CF ’s failure.
0 queues recovery tasklets for C and C .
(b) CD fails, CD
D
F
0 has duplicates in its queue.
(c) After executing CSRc (D), CD

for_each_possible_cpu(cpu){
if (!heartbeats_received(cpu) &&
!cpu_is_faulty(cpu)){
mark_cpu_as_faulty(cpu);
Cd = choose_recovery_cpu();
send_IPI(Cd,CSR,cpu);
}
}

Figure 4: FDU periodic callback.

of the cores in that chip; if that core fails, the callback needs
to be migrated. On the other hand, some functions passed by
IPIs should execute exclusively on the core they were sent to
(e.g., read MSRs or flush TLB). Only the code that sends the
IPI can determine whether the callback should be migrated
when its recipient fails.
We therefore provide each callback with a flag indicating whether it is migratable. The flag is set when the IPI
is generated and checked during recovery. Linux provides
four primitives for broadcasting IPIs, depending on whether
the destination is (1) a particular core, (2) a subset of the
cores, (3) all of the cores, (4) any of the cores in a subset
(anycast). By examining the Linux source, we found that
only functions that are sent by the anycast primitive are migratable. Thus, we changed the anycast implementation to
queue these functions with flag set to true. By default, the
other primitives queue functions as not migratable.
6.4

RCU Implications

Read-Copy Update (RCU) [48, 49] is a synchronization
mechanism that allows low overhead wait-free reads at the
cost of potentially expensive updates – each update must
wait for a grace period to elapse before it completes. Specifically, an update thread must wait for a quiescent state to
occur on each of the online cores in order to complete its
update. As a result, an update operation that begins prior to
CF ’s crash and does not complete before the crash might
wait forever for a quiescent state to occur on the faulty,
non-responsive, core. In order to prevent such deadlocks,
following a core crash, we explicitly allow all RCU updaters
waiting for a quiescent state to occur on CF to proceed.
Likewise, future updates must avoid the waiting for CF , and
stop tracking it, as its future quiescent states will not happen.
We therefore iterate over all RCU data-structures and delete
all wait list entries corresponding to CF , thus preventing
future RCU updaters from waiting in vain. Figure 5 shows
the high level operation of the corresponding code, which is
executed as part of stage (iii).

rcu_report_crash(cpu){
// Update all RCU trees
for_each_rcu_tree{
struct rcu_node* rnp;
rnp = rcu_tree_leaf_node(cpu);
while (rnp != NULL){
// For future grace periods // Exclude cpu from the initial mask
remove_from_mask(rnp->qsmaskinit,cpu);
rnp=rnp->parent;
}
}
// For the current grace period // Artificially report a quiescent state
rcu_report_qs(cpu);
}

Figure 5: RCU recovery.

6.5

Using HTM

We gathered statistics about lock usage in kernel code, and
found that the run-queue locks are among the most commonly acquired for the workloads we study and the most
commonly occur in the kernel source. We therefore chose to
elide these locks as a case study for using transactions for
recovery. We replaced all kernel critical sections protected
by run-queue locks with the lock elision code in Figure 6,
using Intel TSX. Here, we assume a convention in the Linux
kernel, whereby all accesses to the run-queues are protected
by these locks.
Each critical section is executed transactionally, and, as
befits a best effort TM, is provided with a fallback path (line
9) [35]. The fallback path retries to execute the transaction,
up to a predefined number of times. If the allowed number
of retries has been exhausted, the implementation resorts to
regular lock acquisition (line 13). To ensure correctness and
reciprocity of a transaction with the fallback path, hardware
transactions must read the lock as free (line 4), thus inserting
the lock value into their read sets. The transactional memory
semantics then guarantee that the transaction commits only
when there is no ongoing fallback execution.
Though resorting to regular locking compromises our
ability to recover from core failures in critical code, it is necessary to prevent livelock. The retries limit value determines
a tradeoff – higher values favor reliability, whereas lower
ones favor performance, as they shorten the maximum possible time to spend on retrying. Also, too high values may
cause abort-prone sections to retry numerous times, thus
harming the commit rates of other sections, causing them
to resort to locking. We examined different limit values, and
found the sweet spot to be at 10000 retries. Our results in
the next section show that more than 99% of the transactions
commit successfully in a lock-free manner, making failures
inside a lock-protected critical section extremely improbable.
Among the 47 kernel critical sections protected by the
run-queue locks, only three could not commit transactionally. Not surprisingly, one of them contains the context-
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RetryTxn:
// start the transaction
if (_xbegin() == _XBEGIN_STARTED){
if (raw_spin_is_locked(&rq->lock)){
_xabort(1);
}
/*** Critical Section Code Here ***/
_xend(); // finish the transaction
}else{ //Tx failed - fallback:
if(retries++ < MAX_RETRIES){
goto RetryTxn;
}
raw_spin_lock(&rq->lock);
/*** Critical Section Code Here ***/
raw_spin_unlock(&rq->lock);
}

Figure 6: Lock elision using HTM [35].

Benchmark
K-means
401.bzip2
410.bwaves
429.mcf
Postmark

Workload Properties
Success Rate
user system iowait/idle non-system system
99%
1%
0%
100%
86%
99%
1%
0%
100%
72%
99%
1%
0%
100%
88%
22% 14%
64%
100%
68%
5%
21%
74%
100%
70%

Table 2: Recovery rates, without HTM, under random fault
injections in user and kernel code.

401.bzip2 x4

410.bwaves x4

17%

7.

Evaluation

This section presents our evaluation of CSR. We begin in
Section 7.1 with a massive random fault injection campaign
on a virtualized environment protected by the basic CSR algorithm, without using HTM. Next, in Section 7.2, we evaluate CSR with the lock elision code on real systems. Finally,
in Sec. 7.3, we quantify the effects of using HTM on energy
and performance using a dedicated scheduler benchmark.
In all experiments, except noted otherwise, the timer interrupt is set to the default period of 4ms and the FDU
wakeup period, which can be set to any value higher than
the timer interrupt period, is set to 10ms.
7.1

6%
8%

5%
8%

70%
429.mcf x4

Postmark x4

5%

Successful recovery

K-means x16
4%
8%

10%
12%

10%

70%

86%

88%

15%

switch function, which issues a TLB flush – an operation that
cannot commit transactionally. The second creates a new
kernel thread, and is called only a handful of times during the
system’s lifetime. We left the first two critical sections with a
surrounding lock, compromising our ability to recover from
failures in these critical sections. The third critical section
has a large data set and could successfully commit after we
split it into three smaller sections, after ensuring that such
chopping is safe.
Given the above, we conclude that eliding the run-queue
locks constitutes a good case study. While the most contended lock in the kernel will be workload-dependent, runqueue locks are commonly used and some of the critical sections they protect have complex behaviors that are challenging for HTM mechanisms. Our work is a proof of concept for
using HTM for recovery on a real system. A complete conversion of kernel locking to HTM usage has already been
presented on a simulator in TxLinux [59], and in that aspect,
TxLinux is complementary to our work.

K-means x8

6%
4%

2%

68%

Scheduler locks

10%

88%
FS/MM locks

Other locks

Figure 7: Recovery rates and failure locations under random
1
fault injection in kernel code, no
HTM in use.
or idle), thus simulating a permanent core fault. This is done
by abruptly stopping one of the QEMU threads that simulate
the virtual cores. We determine the execution mode by examining the CPL and EIP registers of the victim core. Note
that an unmodified kernel crashes following a fault injection
during any execution mode.
In each experiment, we start a VM running our kernel,
run a given workload, wait for a virtual core to crash during
the required execution mode, and allow the system time
to recover. In order to verify that the system has indeed
recovered, we create a new file, write a timestamp into it, and
flush it to disk using sync. Thus, a file is created per each
successful recovery. We repeat the experiments thousands of
times per workload and per execution mode.
The benchmarks we use are K-means of the Metis [46]
in-memory MapReduce library; SPEC-CPUTM 2006 [29]
benchmarks, out of which we choose one data-intensive
(429.mcf) and two CPU-intensive (401.bzip2, 410.bwaves)
applications; and Postmark [40], an IO-intensive filesystem
benchmark. Since Postmark and SPEC benchmarks are single threaded, we run four instances of each application, in
order to keep all the cores occupied. In order to exercise the
scheduling system, we run K-means with 8 and 16 threads
on the four cores. We measure the induced workload properties of each benchmark using SYSSTAT [27].

Massive Virtualized Fault Injection Without HTM

We install our CSR-enhanced Linux on a 4-core VM emulated by QEMU [6]. As we employ QEMU without HTM
emulation, we run a kernel with only the basic CSR functionality and no lock elision. Hence, kernel critical sections
are not protected. We run three sets of experiments, with random fault injections during three different execution modes:
(1) user mode, (2) kernel mode, and (3) idle/IO-wait mode.
Emulating Failures. We change the QEMU source, causing it to shutdown a random virtual core at a random time
when this core is executing in the desired mode (user, kernel

Results. Our results, which appear in Table 2, show that
our system recovered in all cases wherein fault injections
were performed in user or idle mode, as expected. For fault
injections during kernel code execution, the system recovered in about 70% (or more) of the experiments. For each
experiment that resulted in a system crash, we extracted the
exact code line before which the fault was injected (using
the EIP and CPL registers) and analyzed the reason that
prevented the system from recovering. We present in Figure 7 a breakdown of the failure reasons into three main
categories: (1) holding a scheduler lock, such as the run-

queue locks; (2) holding a filesystem or a memory lock; and
(3) holding other locks, such as RCU and timer locks. As
can be seen, IO-intensive workloads (mcf, Postmark) tend to
crash during filesystem and memory operations more often
than their computation-intensive counterparts. In addition,
all workloads suffer considerably from crashes due to holding a scheduler lock. These failures occur since our system is
tested here without eliding the scheduler locks (see Sec. 6.5),
which we next evaluate on a real HTM-equipped system.
7.2

Experiments on a Real System

We next evaluate our implementation in two physical environments. The first is a PC running Ubuntu 14.04 on a 1x4x2
Intel Core i7-4770, TSX-equipped processor. The second is
a server running Ubuntu Server 12.04 on 4x8x2 Intel Xeon
E5-4650 processors.
7.2.1

Crash Simulation

For simulating a crash in a real system, we force a core to
hang inside various kernel critical and non-critical sections
in an un-interruptible state, thus causing it to stop responding. Figure 8 shows the code snippet we use for crashing
an online core. The return value of fault_injection() is negative until set to be some core’s id by a system call. Once
the code is invoked on the victim core, it hangs in an infinite
loop, with interrupts disabled, and therefore no possibility
to be preempted. Note that this simulates our failure model,
where the values in the crashed core’s cache is accessible to
other cores following a failure.
In order to hang a core on a real system, the code snippet
(Figure 8) has to be hard coded into the kernel source. This
does not allow us to perform automatic fault injection at random locations as in the virtualized case. Therefore, we manually perform fault injections in one hundred representative
kernel functions (a partial list appears in Table 3). For functions that contain critical sections protected by a run-queue
lock, we inject a crash in the critical section itself.
7.2.2

(a) Scheduling timeline following core #3’s crash

Crash and Recovery Timeline

In this set of experiments, we create and affine to each core
10 computation-heavy tasks. These tasks are always hungry
for CPU time, and so, at any given moment during the
experiment, each correct core should have at least 10 tasks
in its run-queue. Next, we crash one of the cores and let
CSR recover the system. We repeat the experiment on the PC
by placing the code snippet of Figure 8 in the one hundred
kernel critical and non-critical sections mentioned above.
Traditional operating systems do not recover from such
faults. Linux, for example, uses a watchdog [14] to detect
interrupts_disable();
if (fault_injection() == smp_processor_id())
while(TRUE);

Figure 8: Crashing a core.

(b) Scheduling timeline where core #3 is offline

Figure 9: Scheduling timelines for PC system with 8 cores.
lock-ups. Following a fault detection, Linux provides two
possible actions (determined at system install time). The first
is to reboot the system, and the second is to ignore the fault
and resume normally. We configured our unmodified Linux
system to the second option and used the method described
in Figure 8 to hang a core. We repeated this experiment
multiple times, and got a variety of behaviors, all of which
led to a system freeze within a few seconds, possibly due to
lost interrupts, unanswered IPIs, synchronization problems
(held locks, stuck RCU operations), etc.
On the other hand, with CSR, the system successfully
recovered in all the experiments. Exemplary results of experimenting on the PC and server are shown in Figures 9
and 10, respectively. To improve readability, we increase the
FDU timeout to 100ms, show only cores 0-15, and disable
hyper-threading on the server, just for the depicted experiments. The number of tasks in each run-queue is sampled
every clock interrupt by a tool we implemented, and we plot
the resulting scheduling timeline. Figure 9a shows the recovery timeline following a crash of core 3 (out of 8). We
see that the system recovers, and the tasks that belong to the
faulty core are migrated to the lowest id correct core. After less than 70ms, the load balancing mechanism kicks in
and corrects the overload. Perhaps surprisingly, the tasks are
migrated to core 2. The reason for this behavior lies in the
scheduling-domains approach [41], according to which, in
our case, each pair of logical cores constitute a scheduling
domain. After the crash of core 3, core 2 constitutes a domain by itself. Therefore, the balancing among the domains
causes core 2 to get a double amount of work. To verify this
analysis, we examine the system with the same workload
and take core 3 offline using CPU-Hotplug in an unmodified
Linux kernel. As can be seen in Figure 9b, the load balancing
behaves the same in both cases. We conclude that the Linux
load balancer is not tuned for considering offline cores, and
leave fixing this issue for future work.
Figure 10 shows the scheduling timeline of our server
platform, after a crash of core 13 among 32. We see that
the system recovers, and the overload formed on core 0 is
spread among the rest of the cores.

Figure 10: Scheduling timeline, on server with 32 cores
(16 shown) following the
crash of core 13.

Figure 11: Scheduling timeline, with cascading failures
on a PC.

We simulate cascading failures by crashing a core, and
immediately afterwards, crashing the core that was nominated by the FDU to execute CSR. Figure 11 presents the
resulting scheduling timeline on the PC. Here, the FDU detects core 3 as faulty and nominates core 1 to handle the
fault. Core 1 crashes before it sends an ack to the FDU, and
100ms (the FDU wakeup period) later, the FDU considers
core 1 to be faulty as well. It then nominates core 2 to perform CSR for both cores 1 and 3, and the system recovers.
7.2.3

Multiple Virtual Machines

Servers nowadays often run multiple VMs. In the absence
of support for core surprise removal, a crash of a single
core brings down the entire system, along with all running
VMs. To demonstrate that CSR eliminates this problem,
we conduct the following experiment: We install our CSRprotected Linux on our 64 hardware threads server. Using
unmodified QEMU, we create and run four VMs; each is
allocated 16 cores and runs an unmodified Ubuntu 14.04. We
then set the affinity of VM i to the CPU in socket i and cause
a permanent failure to one of the cores in the 4th socket.
Thanks to CSR, only the fourth VM, (which has affinity to
the fourth chip), suffers from the fault and crashes, while
the remaining VMs continue normally. We revert the host
OS to an unmodified kernel and repeat the experiment. Not

File
kernel/sched/core.c
kernel/watchdog.c
kernel/timer.c
kernel/workqueue.c
kernel/softirq.c
kernel/events/core.c
kernel/pid.c

Functions
scheduler_tick(), schedule(), ttwu_queue()
watchdog_timer_fn()
__run_timers()
__queue_work()
wakeup_softirqd(), __do_softirq()
update_event_times()
alloc_pid()

Table 3: Functions injected with faults (partial list).

surprisingly, without CSR, all the virtual machines, along
with the server itself, crash.
7.3

Lock Elision

We now proceed to quantify the energy and performance implications of using HTM instead of locks in critical kernel
code. We use the SysBench [1] benchmark tool, and gather
performance, energy consumption (using the RAPL [38] interface), and abort statistics under various workloads on our
PC system. Since we apply lock elision on the run-queue
lock, we use the threads test mode of Sysbench, which is intended for measuring scheduler performance. We set the retries limit to 10000 for all critical sections. By examining the
commit rates of each critical section, we found one exceptional critical section (task_tick)) that was able to commit,
but caused, under some workloads, a significant increase to
the total system abort rate. In principle, this code section updates only local data, and should abort rarely. However, the
best-effort nature of Intel-TSX causes it to abort under certain workloads due to reasons like cache evictions. To avoid
performance penalties, we set the retries limit for this critical section to 10, thus prevent it from contending excessive
times with other sections and improve the overall commit
rate.
Measurements of our reliable kernel over billions of
transactions appear in Table 4. The use of lock elision eliminates expensive atomic instructions. This results in small
improvements to the energy consumption and performance.

Workload
Idle
16-threads
32-threads
64-threads

Commit
Rate
61%
93%
80%
42%

Fall-Backs
on Locking
0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%

Performance
Gain
0%
3%
2%

Energy
Saving
4%
1%
3%
2%

Table 4: HTM implications on performance and energy.

As can be seen, commit rates are always higher than 40%,
meaning that transactions require less than 3 retries on average to commit successfully. The second column shows that
the percentage of critical sections that exhaust all retries and
resort to locking is negligible, meaning that the vast majority
of critical sections execute in a reliable manner.

8.

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, CSR is the first system to
address unexpected permanent core failures in commodity
architectures and OS.
Reliability Support in OS. A number of works have addressed permanent or intermittent hardware failures: Hive
[12], is designed to cope with fail-stop failures. It is built
of independent kernels and confines errors to kernels where
they occur. However, it is intended for a special architecture,
is incompatible with commodity OS, and was not tested on
a real system. Dobel and Hartig [18] designed an OS that
tolerates soft errors using redundant threads by transferring
essential OS code to a dedicated reliable computing base.
CSR, on the other hand, does not assume the existence of
a reliable core. C3 [64] provides predictable recovery from
intermittent faults in embedded and real-time systems. However, it does not address commodity computers and OSes.
Dolev and Yagel [19] present two self-stabilizing OS
principles, which allow an OS to start from any initial state.
Unlike CSR, they do not deal with allowing a system to
continue to run in case of hardware failures.
Other works have addressed software-induced failures.
MINIX3 [30], for example, is a reliable micro-kernel that
detects software failures such as deadlocks, and restarts the
faulty software component for recovery. Microreboot [10]
performs fine-grain rebooting of application components,
but is not designed for kernel code. Nooks [68, 69] and
SafeDrive [79] provide fault isolation and recovery for device drivers by inspecting their interaction with the kernel,
and are thus able to recover from failures in drivers and other
kernel extensions without rebooting the OS. Akeso [44] is
a system based on the Recovery Domains principle, which
uses logging and rollback to tolerate faults in the entire kernel. All efforts mentioned above tolerate software-induced
failures only, and except for Akeso [44], none of them tolerates errors in core kernel code.
Transactional Memory. Rossbach et al. have proposed
the use of TM in kernel code, and presented TxLinux [59],
which exploits TM in order to improve performance. CSR,
on the other hand, exploits HTM for reliability. FaulTM [75]
utilizes a modified HTM for reducing the overhead of double
execution; however, it does not address execution of OS
code. Moreover, unlike both of these works, CSR was tested
on a real system, taking into account the best-effort nature of
real HTM implementations.
CPU-Hotplug. Various works have pointed out CPU Hotplug’s shortcomings. Gleixner et al. [26] propose improve-

ments to the CPU-Hotplug path for energy and real-time purposes. Panneerselvam and Swift [54] propose operating system support for dynamic processors, which can dynamically
reconfigure the machines’ cores at runtime. However, neither of these refers to hardware failures, and both require the
cooperation of the victim core.
Many-Core OS. Many-core operating systems is an active area of research. The TeraFlux project [25] encompasses
various aspects of teradevice computing, including reliability [21–23, 72]. These works mainly focus on designing and
implementing hardware FDUs, but do not consider the OS
implications upon failure detection, and are therefore complementary to our work. Other works on OS for systems with
large processor counts mainly focus on improving performance and scalability [5, 9, 28, 45, 58, 78], rather than reliability. IBM BlueGene [53] features fault-aware job scheduling, which uses fault prediction to improve the supercomputer’s performance, but without considering recovery methods within a faulty node.

9.

Conclusions

Existing operating systems cannot recover from unexpected
core failures. Thanks to technology scaling, many-core machines are going to be widely deployed in the foreseeable future. However, hardware shrinking introduces new reliability
challenges which cannot be addressed by current software.
In this paper we have introduced CSR, a new approach
for OS reliability in the face of permanent core faults. We
further proposed the use of HTM to cope with faults in kernel critical sections. CSR can be integrated with kernels running on servers with multiple coherence domains [3, 25],
preventing entire clusters from crashing following a single
core fault. Moreover, a combination of CSR and applicationlevel runtime solutions to re-issue work performed by crashing threads [17, 74] can conceal consequences of failures
from user applications.
The CSR principle can be extended to cope with unrecoverable chip-originated soft-errors. Such errors, which
are common even today, typically indicate that something
is wrong with the chip and therefore it is considered good
practice to take the malfunctioning core offline. Since the
core is already known to be faulty, expecting it to perform
the unplug steps is inadvisable. In addition, Machine Check
Exceptions that catch such malfunctions today usually result
in a kernel panic. Instead, one can catch the MCE, flush the
cache, and revert to CSR upon such errors.
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